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Kingdom Vision Policy Paper:  Our Response to 
Carbon Neutral and the Fuel Crisis 

 
People and nations perish from lack of knowledge and vision. We can replace 
expensive imported fuels with cheap home made biofuel, create hundreds of 
thousands of jobs and inject R100 billion into rural poverty incomes. This is Kingdom 
dominion in action. 
 
Among the many crises facing our nation, electricity, water, municipalities, 
infrastructure, skills training etc.....we are facing huge and unaffordable fuel price 
hikes.  When the energy costs of electricity and fuel go up....every cost in the 
economy goes up.  And people and companies are suffering. 
 
Currently Eskom and power cuts are getting the headlines.  You will read and hear in 
the media about a world wide demand for a "just energy transition".  What that means 
is that we need to transition from fossil fuels that emit CO2 to a carbon neutral energy 
supply from "renewable energy".  And also it must be a "just transition" meaning it 
must have broad based community support and involvement.  So with regard to the 
future of electricity supply the strategy seems to be a transition to solar and wind 
energy. 
 
That is not the subject of my blog.  I want to talk about the other fossil fuel transition 
that is not getting any media or government or corporate attention:  The fossil fuel 
petrol/diesel transition to a carbon neutral renewable fuel transportation economy. 
 
And no I do not believe the answer is electric vehicles except for the few who can 
afford it and hope to power their EV from their roodfsolar panels.  I think solar panels 
are great for home electricity independence.  I have them because I can afford them. 
 
You cannot however operate a modern industrial economy or an industrial transport 
system of rail and trucks or high energy industrial plants on wind and sun power.  
Because you cannot build dispatchable 24 hour base load power from battery storage 
and intermittent sun and wind.  That is an economic fact.  The only carbon free base 
load power in industrial quantities is nuclear power.....but the environmental 
movement will not allow it.  That however is a discussion for a later time. 
 
What we can do is have  a national strategy to become free of imported expensive oil 
and move to a "carbon neutral just transition" to renewable fuels.....ethanol and 
biodiesel. 
 
Here is our current fuel situation: 
We use approximately 10 billion liters of petrol per year 
And 10 billion liters of diesel per year. 



 
Our problem: 
Not one of our coastal refineries in Durban and Cape Town are operating.  They 
supplied 2/3ds of our fuel supplies.  Sasol provides the rest from coal to synfuel and 
from their Natref refinery. 
 
Our petrol and diesel now comes from overseas refineries.  We are at the mercy of a 
broken down international supply chain breakdown, oil sanctions and war, and ever 
declining oil supplies of the future.  Europe may think they can switch to mass EV's 
for transport with their dense urban populations and mass transport systems.....but we 
here in the vast distances of Southern Africa and non-existent public transport have no 
chance of running our national transport economy on electric power. 
 
Now for the good news......Skania of Sweden and the amazing Ethanol Engine. 
 
Here is probably a new fact that will give us hope for an energy transition.  Any diesel 
engine can be modified to run on ethanol.  Diesel invented in 1898 by Otto Diesel 
developed a high compression engine that used the long carbon chain of the oil 
fraction called "middle distillate" oil.  The light fractions of oil were used for boiling 
off petrol and kerosene.  That left a heavier fraction of the oil for which Otto 
developed the diesel engine.  The diesel engine is a high compression combustion 
engine. It delivers great torque at low revolutions.  Now here the other important fact 
Ethanol has a very high octane rating meaning it is a high compression fuel used to 
blend into petrol to stop "knock" in an engine when the petrol explodes too early. 
 
The upshot of all this?  Ethanol can be used 100% as a "diesel type" fuel in a high 
compression engine configuration like a diesel engine. 
 
This is what the great Swedish truck company did some years ago....develop a high 
tech diesel engine that runs on what they call ED95.  Meaning 95% ethanol and 5% 
extra mixture of liquid starting and lubrication additives. 
 
Here some of their engine information and I quote: 

Scania introduces a 410 hp ethanol engine for long-distance 
applications 

21 May 2018 
by Bioenergy International  

Scania, the Sweden-headed engine, bus and truck manufacturer has introduced 
another alternative fuel engine option for the new truck generation and Euro 6 – a 
410 hp ethanol engine for long-distance applications.“With this engine, we’ve just 
added another ace in our hand of sustainable solutions, which is the most diverse in 
the industry,” said Henrik Eng, Product Director, Urban, Scania Trucks. 

According to Scania, the new ethanol engine delivers 2,150 Nm, equal to that of its 
diesel sibling, and the fuel consumption is also on a par with a conventional diesel 
engine. The foundation was built by Scania’s 13-litre inline six engine. It uses 



compression ignition similar to conventional diesel engines, which limits the need 
for hardware modifications. 

The more significant changes made to the engine are related to the fuel injection 
system and modified cylinders for increased compression. The same SCR after 
treatment is used that Scania applies in nearly all its Euro 6 engines. 

Ethanol is the most readily available renewable fuel in the world and can easily be 
produced locally in many countries. Scania’s ethanol engines operate on ED95, an 
ethanol grade that includes five percent ignition improver and lubricants. This 
additive enables the engine to function according to the diesel principle with 
compression ignition. 

In addition to helping to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by up to 90 percent 
if using a bioethanol, the ethanol engine also has positive impacts on NOx and 
particulate (PM) emissions compared to diesel. 

Here is the further important information: 

This engine technology is not only applicable for long distance trucks but can be 
modified in different engine sizes to power wherever diesel engines and used: Trucks, 
buses, tractors on the farms, city taxi's, SUV's, bakkies, trains. 

Can we make 10 billion litres of ethanol in South Africa to replace all the imported 
diesel and locally made fossil diesel?  The answer is yes.  We can make it from any 
woody or plant or straw like biomass.  We can use 20 million tonnes of bagasse from 
the sugar cane fields of KZN after they make sugar.  We can use the enormous 
amount of pulp from the Western Cape fruit industry after they make juices and wine.  
We can use the millions of tons of maize cobs left over after maize is harvested and 
processed.  And we can just grow millions of tonnes of straw in million of hectares of 
government land lying fallow. 

How much do we need?  Well you can get 235 litres of ethanol from 1 mt of grass or 
bagasse or pulp.  So 40 million mt of  biomass material from all over the country can 
do it.  What would be the economic value of the product?  At R10 per litre costs that 
would mean we can spend R100 billion into our rural economies using hundreds of 
thousands of jobless people to gather and bring in biomass and offer a price for this to 
bring it to several hundred rural ethanol production factories.  These rural production 
centres would transport the raw ethanol to regional centres where fuel grade ethanol is 
made.  Please note: No food like maize or sugar used! 

So instead of millions of people on social grants of R1700 how about millions of 
people employed in biomass growing and gathering and transporting to rural agri-
refineries and earning a living wage?  We have a R100 billion to spend that is now 
going overseas! That is enough to pay for the BIG (Basic Income Grant) that the 
government wants to implement.  But instead of a low amount for just survival paid 
for free...this would require work and pay a living wage to the unemployed poor. 

And the agri-refineries that can convert biomass to ethanol? Well through the years I 
have been making it as part of my skill set for the Kingdom of God to develop a 



thoroughly tested and proven technology and design for a modular rural scale biomass 
to ethanol conversion plant that can produce 50 million litres per year.  We would 
need 200 of these for a national diesel replacement and rural development strategy. 

Do you still remember Atlantis Diesel Engines from the previous government? 

Many years ago the Nationalist government started an industrialization drive to say 
that South Africa must produce its own diesel engines and we cannot be dependent on 
imports for national security.  Anybody making a truck or a tractor had to use an 
Atlantis Diesel engine.  Our minister of Trade and Industry Patel has this vision of 
South African industrialization.  Well minister Patel how about working with Skania 
to set up a massive ethanol engine manufacturing operation and tell the truck and taxi 
and farm implement industry we are doing a "just transition" to carbon neutral fuel by 
2030. 

And then he would have to rope in Petro-SA and the Central Energy fund who have 
already wasted R15 billion on trying to find gas (more fossil fuel).  And maybe even 
have a long talk to our very voluble minister of transport to stop talking and get onto 
this real nation changing project and maybe our minister of Public Works (of which 
nothing works) or  our minister of no energy might also be interested.  

And yes ethanol is "carbon neutral".  Because the carbon you extract from the 
biomass (the C5 hemi-cellulose pentose fraction and the C6 glucose cellulose 
fraction) go into the air from the exhaust as CO2 and is then taken out of the air again 
by the plants to make the same biomass over again....and over again and over again. 

The World Bank is apparently offering South Africa $8,3 billion for "carbon neutral 
just energy transition projects".  Can somebody suggest to whoever is doing the 
negotiations we can do more for carbon elimination with renewable ethanol than PV 
panels and windmills for electricity.  That could pay for the entire national program! 

BTW the only thing I can see that is "renewable" with PV panels and wind mills is 
that every 15-20 years you have to replace all the PV panels and windmills with a 
whole new set of expensive panels and windmills and nobody has figured out yet how 
to safely dispose of the toxic waste from either of these two "renewables" which is 
why already more than 50,000 mt of old windmill blades are lying around the German 
countryside. 

As Christians and as the "meek of the earth" that Jesus says will inherit the earth it is 
time to be part of the debate as to what kind of planet we are going to hand over to our 
children and grandchildren to inherit. 

I am convinced that within the church community of South Africa sitting in the pews 
of our churches are the people with skills and the knowledge as to how to solve this 
nation's problems. But that would require a long term vision of the Kingdom of God.  
It would require a new vision especially in our charismatic and evangelical churches 
that gets us out of the "end times, Armageddon," dead end. 



And it would require a network and platform on which likeminded Kingdom warriors 
can get together and plan and execute the plan for how the Lord wants to heal our 
land and manifest the Kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven. 

There will be more special "Kingdom Vision Policy" position papers in the future. 

 

    


